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A Mathematical Model of the Lead-Acid Battery to Address the
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A mathematical model of the lead-acid battery is developed with due consideration for the corrosion process that occurs at the
interface between the active material and grid material of the positive plate. Three different modeling approaches are used to
incorporate the effect of corrosion in the first-principles-based porous electrode model of the lead-acid cell. These approaches are
used to examine the effects of corrosion during discharge, rest, and charge processes. First, the electronic conductivity of the
positive plate is empirically expressed as a function of N, the number of cycles, next an current–resistance loss term to account for
the increase in electronic resistance due to the formation and growth of passive corrosion layer is considered, and finally the
corrosion phenomenon is incorporated as a side reaction occurring in the positive plate. It is identified that the modeling approach
used in this work can be used to investigate the effect of corrosion on lead-acid battery performances.
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Secondary batteries are widely used in portable consumer de-
vices, uninterruptible power supplies, as automobile starters, and in
emerging applications like transportation, space, and military. How-
ever, there are still some poorly understood processes, like the cor-
rosion of positive plate in lead-acid batteries and capacity fade in
lithium-ion batteries that force limitations to promote secondary bat-
teries in these emerging applications. Lead-acid battery technology
has been successfully serving for different energy needs that vary
from the requirements for traditional automobile industry to modern
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. Though other battery technologies
�lithium ion, nickel, cadmium, etc.� might have an edge over this
technology for some specific applications like in electronic devices
and high power applications, lead-acid battery technology has many
advantages as starting, lighting, and ignition battery in automobile
industries that cannot be replaced with any other existing technol-
ogy. But, one of the major failure mechanisms in this technology is
the formation and buildup of passive corrosion layer at the interface
between the active material and grid material of the positive plate.
This process significantly influences the battery operation because
the electrons generated at the positive active materials need to over-
come additional resistances to flow through positive grid material
and reach the external circuit. Various positive plate materials that
use alloy of different metals and metallic oxides are still being in-
vestigated to avoid the passive corrosion layer formation and
growth. Modeling this intrinsic process can greatly help in under-
standing the failure mechanism.

Many detailed models for lead-acid batteries have been
reported.1-17 These models are typically one dimensional and in-
clude a detailed description of the physical, chemical, and electrical
processes that take place in the battery. Efforts in recent years have
focused on modeling the behavior of valve-regulated lead-acid bat-
teries which have become increasingly important in commercial ap-
plications. One can see that some models are based on the search for
analytical solutions of the diffusion equation combined with an elec-
trical circuit.1-6 More recent electrochemical engineering models
rely heavily on the solution of similar equation sets by numerical
simulation.7-17 This permits researchers to study a large range of
parameters involved.

There are a few articles that address the failure of the lead-acid
battery due to corrosion at the positive plate.18-22 Pavlov19 provided
various possible mechanisms for the formation of corrosion layer
with experimental evidences. Perhaps the first mathematical evalu-
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ation of the corrosion layer formation at the positive plate was re-
ported by Ball et al.20,21 However, it considered a general three-
dimensional Laplace equation that does not address change in
process variables such as electrolyte concentration, porosity, etc. Re-
cently, Osório et al.22 analyzed the effects of the microstructural
morphologies of an alloy on the resulting corrosion resistance in
H2SO4 solution at different temperatures and other process condi-
tions. Thus, the modeling corrosion mechanism in a lead-acid cell
has not been addressed in detail in the literature. This paper attempts
to develop a mathematical model that accounts for the effects of
passive corrosion layer in the lead-acid battery. In light of this, three
different approaches are made to address the corrosion mechanism.
A comparison between discharge and charge profiles from the model
with and without corrosion shows that this modeling approach can
be used to study the effect of corrosion on lead-acid battery perfor-
mances.

Formulation of the Mathematical Model

The modeling framework.— The mathematical model derived
here is based on the four-layer geometry of a flooded lead-acid cell,
as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a porous lead dioxide electrode as
a positive plate, an electrolyte reservoir, a separator, and another
porous electrode as a negative plate made out of spongy lead. When
this cell is discharged, an electron current flows from the negative
electrode to the positive electrode through an external load con-
nected across the negative and positive terminals. The fundamental
electrode reactions at the matrix-electrolyte interface that cause the
flow of this electron current is given as follows.23

PbO2 electrode

PbO2 + HSO4
− + 3H+ + 2e− �

charge

discharge

PbSO4 + 2H2O Up
0 = 1.74 V

�1�
Pb electrode

Pb + HSO4
− �

charge

discharge

PbSO4 + H+ + 2e− Un
0 = 0.41 V �2�

A mathematical model for this system is reported in detail in this
paper with an explanation for governing equations, boundary and
initial conditions, and specification of expressions for transport and
kinetics inside the cell. This is done to provide clarity for comparing
different approaches to address the effect of corrosion. The model
does not consider all the geometric details of the porous electrode
but it does consider all the necessary features essential for the simu-
lation of electrode performance. The assumptions involved in the
model formulation are as follows. �i� The system is considered to be
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one dimensional. �ii� Porous electrodes are assumed to be macro-
homogeneous where the pores between the solid and liquid phases
are completely filled with the acid electrolyte. �iii� The sulfuric acid
is a binary electrolyte, where it dissociates only into two ions, HSO4

−

and H+, in the solvent H2O. �iv� The cell is considered to be isother-
mal during its operation.

Model equations.— Material balance for electrolyte concentra-
tion.— The differential material balance for a dissolved species i is
expressed as24

� ��c�
� t

= −
� Nx,i

� x
+ Ri where i = + ,− , and 0�solvent� �3�

where Nx,i is the flux and Ri is the electrochemical reaction rate. The
flux term can be expressed as the sum of convection, diffusion, and
migration9-12

Nx,i = ciV̄ − Deff
� ci

� x
+

ti
0

ziF
i2 where i = + ,− �4�

Nx,0 = c0V̄ − Deff
� c0

� x
�5�

Using the relationships between the concentration of the electrolyte
and those of its dissociated ions and the solvent �c = c+/n+
= c−/n−�, the material balance on the electrolyte concentration c can
be written as

Figure 1. �Color online� Schematic of a flooded lead-acid cell with corrosion
layer formation.
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�
� c

� t
+ V̄

� c

� x
=

�

� x
�D�ex1� c

� x
� + �−

s+

�+nF
−

t+
0

�+z+F
+

c

nF

�� s+V̄e

�+
+

nt+
0V̄e

�+z+
+ s0V̄0�� j �6�

where V̄ is the volume average velocity and its expression can be
derived from the concept of conservation of volume.9-12 This can be
expressed as

V̄ = −
1

nF	 s+V̄e

�+
+

nt+
0V̄e

�+z+
+ s0V̄0 + 


k

solid

species
skMk

�k
�i2 �7�

where n is the number of electrons involved in the electrode reaction
which is equal to 2, si is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in
an electrode reaction written in Newman’s standard notation, zi is
the charge number of ion i �z+ = z− = 1�, and �i is the dissociation
coefficient of species i. For the binary electrolyte, H2SO4, which
dissociates into HSO4

− and H+ the dissociation coefficients are �+
= �− = 1. The values for the stoichiometric coefficients in the mate-
rial balance equation of the electrolyte concentration depend on the
electrochemical reaction �Eq. 1 and 2� that takes place in each re-
gion of the cell, as shown in Fig. 1. Values of the coefficients used in
the governing equations for electrolyte concentration for the positive
electrode and reservoir are s+ = −3, s0 = 2, sPbSO4

= 1, and sPbO2
= −1. Values of the coefficients used in the governing equations for
electrolyte concentration for the negative electrode and separator are
s+ = −1, s0 = 0, sPbSO4

= −1, and sPb = 1. After the substitution of
these values followed by rearranging the terms, the governing equa-
tions for electrolyte concentration in all four regions of a lead-acid
cell are given in Table I.

Material balance for porosity variations.— Changes in electrode
porosity can be expressed in terms of volume differences between
solid reactants and products. This can be expressed as

� �

� t
=

1

nF 

k

solid

species
skMk

�k

� i2

� x
�8�

The governing equation for porosity variation at each electrode after
substituting for stoichiometric coefficients is given in Table I.

Ohm’s law for the electrolyte.— From the use of concentrated solu-
tions theory and measuring the solution potential using a reference
electrode of the same kind as the porous electrode, the current den-
sity of the binary electrolyte can be expressed as a sum of electrical
and electrochemical potentials24

i2

�eff
= −

� �2

� x
− � s+

�+nF
+

t+
0

�+z+F
−

s0c

nFc0
� � �e

� x
�9�

The electrochemical potential of the electrolyte can be expressed as

�e = �RT ln�cf� �10�

where f is the mean activity coefficient and c0 is the solvent con-
centration. The resulting Ohm’s law for the electrolyte is

i2

�eff
= −

� �2

� x
−

�RT

F � s+

�+n
+

t+
0

�+z+
−

s0cV0

n�1 − cV̄e�
� � ln�cf�

� x

�11�

The coefficients s+, s−, s0, and n correspond to those associated with
the reaction occurring at the respective electrode. The final govern-
ing equations for the electrolyte potential in each region of the lead-
acid cell are given in Table I.

Ohm’s law for solid phase.— For the solid phase, Ohm’s law can be
represented by the following expression24
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i1 = − �exm�
� �1

� x
�12�

where the factor exm is used to account for the tortuosity. The gov-
erning equation for solid phase electric potential in each porous
electrode is given in Table I.

Conservation of charge.— Under the assumption of electroneutral-
ity, the conservation of charge for a macroscopic model can be ex-
pressed as

� i1

� x
+

� i2

� x
= 0 �13�

where i1 and i2 are current densities in the solid phase and the liquid
phase, respectively. Because the conservation of charge has to be
maintained, at the center of the electrode, all the current in the cell is
in the current collector and at the interfaces x = lp �electrode/
reservoir�, all the current in the cell is in the electrolyte because

Table I. Governing equations for the lead-acid battery model.

Region

�
� c

� t
=

�

� x
��ex1D

� c

� x
� + � �3 − 2

− �emx1�PbO2

� �1

� x
− �ex1�

� �2

� x
+

Positive plate

�emx1�PbO2

�2�1

� x2 = jp

� �

� t
=

a1jp

2F

i2 = Iapp + �emx1�PbO2

d�1

dx

Reservoir

� c

� t
= D

�2c

� x2 + �a1 − �3 − 2t+�Ve

2F

− �
� �2

� x
+ �

RT

F
�1 − 2t+�

� ln fc

� x

Separator

�sep
� c

� t
= �sep

ex3D
�2c

� x2 − �a2 + �1 −

2F

− �sep
ex3�

� �2

� x
+ �sep

ex3�
RT

F
�1 − 2t+�

�

�
� c

� t
=

�

� x
��ex4D

� c

� x
� +

�1 − 2t+

− �emx4�Pb
� �1

� x
− �ex4�

� �2

� x
+ �e

Negative plate

�emx4�Pb
�2�1

� x2 = jn

� �

� t
=

a2jn

2F

i2 = Iapp + �emx4�Pb
d�1

dx
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there is no active solid phase beyond this interface. Using these
conditions, Eq. 13 can be written as

i1 + i2 = iapp �14�

Electrokinetics.— The rate of the electrochemical reaction at the po-
rous electrode depends on the �i� interfacial surface area available
for the electrode reaction a, which continuously changes due to the
production of PbSO4 during discharge and Pb or PbO2 during
charge, �ii� local electrolyte concentration c governed by Eq. 6; �iii�
exchange current density i0 measured at a specific concentration and
temperature; �iv� temperature T, which is assumed to be a constant at
25°C; and �v� electrode overpotential 	, this is the difference be-
tween the electrical potential in the solid phase and that in the liquid
phase and open-circuit potential expressed as 	 = �1 − �2 − U.
This can be expressed in the form of a well-known Butler–Volmer
equation as follows24

rning equations

cVe� +
cV0

F
� jp + �a1 − �3 − 2t+�Ve + 2V0

2F
i2� � c

� x

T

F
�1 − 2t+�

� ln fc

� x
= Iapp

Iapp� � c

� x

p

e Iapp� � c

� x

fc
= Iapp

cVe� jn + �a2 − �1 − 2t+�Ve

2F
i2� � c

� x

�1 − 2t+�
� ln fc

� x
= Iapp
Gove

t+��1 −

2F

�ex1�
R

+ 2V0

= Iap

2t+�V

ln

� x

��1 −

2F

x4�
RT

F
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j = ai0� c

cref
�


�e��aF��1−�2−U�/RT� − e�−�cF��1−�2−U�/RT� �15�

Because a continuously changes, as mentioned above, a relationship
between a and the amount of conductive material �Pb or PbO2�
available in the electrode can be expressed as follows

a = amax� Q

Qmax
��

�16�

where Q is the local number of coulombs per unit volume of the
electrode, Qmax is the maximum coulombs per unit volume that can
be extracted from the electrode at a given electrolyte concentration,
temperature, and discharge rate, and the power � is an empirical
factor used to account for the way the product covers the electrode
surface. During charge, an additional term is needed to account for
the reverse reaction, which is expressed as

a�1 −
Q

Qmax
� = amax� Q

Qmax
���1 −

Q

Qmax
� �17�

The rate at which available active area changes depends on the rate
at which the charge density Q changes with the reaction. Thus a
balance on the charge density can be written as

� Q

� t
= j �18�

By the assumption of electroneutrality, the transfer current j is re-
lated to the current density in the liquid and solid phases as
follows24

j = −
� i1

� x
=

� i2

� x
�19�

Also a relationship between the porosity � and charge density Q can
be established as follows

Q

Qmax
=

� − �0

�max − �0
�20�

and

1 −
Q

Qmax
=

�max − �

�max − �0
�21�

Thus, only a set of five dependent variables is needed to be
solved for each porous electrode, −c, �, �1, �2, and i2, as given in
Table I.

Table I shows the rearranged form of the governing equations for
electrolyte concentration, electrolyte potential, solid phase potential,
and porosity variation in all the four regions of a lead-acid cell. This
is expressed by combining the derived equations for balance on
electrolyte concentration, porosity and charge density, conservation
of charge and volume, Ohm’s law in solution and solid, electrode
kinetics and transfer current relationship with solution, and solid
phase current densities.

Simulation issues.— It could be realized that the mathematical
model of the lead-acid cell involves simultaneous interaction of ther-
modynamic, kinetic, electrical, and mass transport phenomena. Due
to this complex nature of the electrochemical behavior, the resulting
model equations have to govern the interaction of multiphenomena,
and the model typically requires a numerical simulation. Secondary
battery models with similar mathematical simulation complexity are
typically solved using a discretization method like the finite differ-
ence, finite element, or finite volume methods.

In this investigation, the model equations are solved using the
three-point finite difference method with accuracy to the order of
x2 in the x direction. The numbers of internal node points used are
20 in each region of the lead-acid cell, as shown in Fig. 1, which add
up to 80 internal node points that exclude node points at two bound-
aries and three interfaces. The resulting system of differential alge-
braic equations �DAEs� is solved using a DAE solver called Bulir-
Downloaded 17 Sep 2009 to 128.252.20.193. Redistribution subject to E
sch Extrapolated Semi-Implicit Runge-Kutta �BESIRK� in Maple
environment.25 Because the model needs consistent initial condi-
tions at time t = 0, a nonlinear algebraic equation solver called
Newton is used in Maple environment for this purpose.26-28 50 time
steps are needed for the simulation of smooth performance curve
during the charge, rest, or discharge process. Typically, it takes 1–3
min in Maple environment for the simulation of a discharge, rest, or
charge curve using a personal computer with 2 Gbytes of random
access memory and 2.3 GHz processor.

Modeling Corrosion Process

Modeling secondary batteries like lead-acid, lithium-ion, and
nickel-metal-hydride systems has gained momentum to simulate
process variables �voltage, power, energy, etc.� and intrinsic vari-
ables �solid phase concentration, electrolyte potential, local current
density, etc.�. The electrochemical engineering continuum model for
the lead-acid battery was derived based on concentrated solution
theory, porous electrode theory, modified Ohm’s law, and other
transport and kinetic phenomena.9-11 Unlike Ni or Li systems, lead-
acid battery has significant porosity variation as a function of time
due to the sulfate formation at porous electrodes. It consists of four
regions, as shown in Fig. 1, and has multiple partial differential
equations in multiple domains to solve for process and intrinsic
variables. Table I shows the governing equations for the first-
principles-based lead-acid battery model that are used in this
investigation.9 Table II shows the boundary and initial conditions
used to solve for each governing equation given in Table I. For large
discharge current and to obtain numerical convergence while using
most of the available DAE solvers like Differential Algebraic Sys-
tem Solver 29 and BESIRK,25 the initial conditions for �1 and �2 as
a function of distance across the cell, x, should be evaluated using
the model equations for the algebraic variables at time t = 0. Table
III shows a list of kinetic and transport expressions used for solving
the model. Table IV provides a detailed list of parameters involved
in the model with the nomenclature and parameter values. The 1C
rate of charge or discharge corresponds to an absolute value of
15 mA/m2. In this work, the lead-acid battery performance is stud-
ied at 100 mA/m2 for about 400 s to explore the battery capability
at high rates. The limiting factor that affects lead-acid battery life is
the corrosion process that is noticed between the plate grid material
and the positive active mass in the PbO2 electrode. This corrosion
process is also shown in Fig. 1. In this work, different approaches
are followed to model this process.

Empirical approach.— First, the electronic conductivity of the
PbO2 electrode is empirically expressed as a function of N, the
number of cycle. This function can be of the form

�PbO2
= �PbO2

� N�PbO2

�

�22�

where N is the number of cycle and �PbO2

� and �PbO2

� are empirical
constants. The electrochemical engineering model for the lead-acid
battery has been solved with these kinetic expressions and compared
with the same model without incorporating the corrosion mecha-
nism.

I-R loss approach.— Next, an current–resistance �I-R� loss term
to account for the increase in electronic resistance at the positive
plate due to the formation and growth of passive corrosion layer is
analyzed. Here, the modified Butler–Volmer electrochemical kinetic
expression for the positive plate is expressed as follows

jp = amaxi01,ref� c

cref
�
1� � − �1,0

�1,max − �1,0
��1

�e��a1F��1−�2−Up−jpRc/amax�/RT�

− e�−�c1F��1−�2−Up−jpRc/amax�/RT� �23�

where Rc is the additional resistance to electron conduction due to
the corrosion layer buildup.
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Side reaction approach.— Finally, corrosion mechanism is in-
corporated as a side reaction in PbO2 electrode kinetics. The side
reaction that leads to the corrosion in the positive plate is expressed
as

Pb + 2H2O → PbO2 + 4H+ + 4e− �24�
The lead in this reaction is from the grid material and not from the
active mass. From this side reaction it is evident that the anodic
corrosion decreases positive grid conductivity significantly over a

Table II. Boundary and initial conditions for the governing equation

Region Bounda

Positive plate �� c

� x
�

x=0

= 0 an

� � �2

� x
�

x=0

= 0 and

� � �1

� x
�

x=0

= −
I

�exm

� � �

� t
�

x=0

=
a1j

2F

Reservoir � � c

� x
�

lp+lr
−

� � �2

� x
�

lp+lr
−

Separator
�sep

ex3� � c

� x
�

lp+lr+

�sep
ex3� � �2

� x
�

lp+lr+

Negative plate

�2 �

� � �1

� x
�

lp+lr+ls

= 0 an

� � �

� t
�

lp+lr+ls

= −
a2j

2F

Table III. Transport and kinetic expressions used in the model.

Electrolyte

D = 10−5 � �1.75 + 260c�e�2174/298.15−2174/T�

� = ce�1.1104+199.475c−16,097.781c2+3916.95−99,406c−721,860/T/T�

Positive plate

a1 =
MWPbSO4

�PbSO4

−
MWPbO2

�PbO2

jp = amaxi01,ref� c

cref
�
1� � − �1,0

�1,max − �1,0
��1

�e��a1F��1−�2−Up�/RT� − e�−�c1F��1−�2−

Up = 1.9228 + 0.147519 log�m� + 0.063552 log�m�2 + 0.073772 log�m
m = 1003.22c + 0.355 � 105c2 + 0.217 � 107c3 + 0.206 � 109c4

Negative plate

a2 =
MWPbSO4

�PbSO4

−
MWPb

�Pb

jn = amaxi04,ref� c

cref
�
4� � − �4,0

�4,max − �4,0
��4

�e��a4F��1−�2−Un�/RT� − e�−�c4F��1−�2−

U = 0
n
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period of battery operations. To incorporate the effect of side reac-
tion �Eq. 24� into the electrochemical kinetics of the main reactions
given by Eq. 1 and 2, a modification to the Butler–Volmer electro-
chemical kinetic expression of the positive plate �given in Table III�
is introduced as follows30

jp = j1 + js �25�

nditions Initial conditions

�� c

� x
�

lp
−

= �� c

� x
�

lp
+

c �t=0 = cref

� �2

� x
�

lp
−

= � � �2

� x
�

lp
+

2

and � � �1

� x
�

lp

= 0

� � �

� t
�

lp

=
a1jp

2F � �t=0 = �1,max

ep
x3� c

� x
�

lp+lr
+

c �t=0 = cref

ep
x3� �2

� x
�

lp+lr
+

ex4� � c

� x
�

lp+lr+ls
+

c �t=0 = cref

ex4� � �2

� x
�

lp+lr+ls
+

� � c

� x
�

x=L

= 0
c �t=0 = cref

�2,ref

�1

x
�

x=L

= −
Iapp

�exm4�Pb

� � �

� t
�

x=L

= −
a2jn

2F � �t=0 = �4,max



.033612 log�m�4



s.

ry co

d �ex1

�ex1�
app
1�PbO

p and

= ��s
e

= ��s
e

ls
−

= �

ls
−

= �

x=L =

d � �

�

n and
Up�/RT�

�3 + 0

Un�/RT�
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j1 = amaxi01,ref� c

cref
�
1� � − �1,0

�1,max − �1,0
��1

�e��a1F��1−�2−Up�/RT�

− e�−�c1F��1−�2−Up�/RT� �26�

js = amaxi01,sidee
��a1F��1−�2−Uref,side�/RT� �27�

where Uref,side and i01,side are the reference potential and exchange
current density for the side reaction.

Results and Discussion

The complete model equations in Table I are solved using the
finite difference method in Maple environment. In addition to the
process variable the intrinsic variables are also plotted for discus-
sion. Figure 2 shows the electrolyte concentration distribution across
the electrode as a function of discharge time. The concentration of

Table IV. Parameters used for the simulation.

E

Acid concentration, cref

Transference number, t+

Temperature, T
Partial molar volume of electrolyte, Ve

Partial molar volume of solvent, Vo

Molecular weight of PbSO4, MWPbSO4
Density of PbSO4, �PbSO4
Potential of the reference electrode �which can be the same kind as work
Mean molar activity coefficient, f

Po
Half-thickness of plate, lp

Maximum charge state, Qmax

Maximum specific active surface area of electrode, amax

Exchange current density at cref, i01,ref

Lead dioxide conductivity, �PbO2
Anodic transfer coefficient for positive plate, �a1

Cathodic transfer coefficient for positive plate, �c1

Concentration exponent for positive plate, 
1

Morphology parameter for positive plate, �1

Porosity at full charge, �1,max

Porosity at zero charge, �1,0

Exponent on porosity, ex1
Empirically determined constant for tortuosity of the
solid matrix, exm1

R
Thickness of reservoir, lr

Thickness of separator, ls

Porosity, �sep

Exponent on porosity, ex3

Ne
Half-thickness of plate, lneg

Maximum charge state, Qmax

Maximum specific active surface area of electrode, amax

Exchange current density at cref, i04,ref

Lead dioxide conductivity, �Pb

Anodic transfer coefficient for negative plate, �a4

Cathodic transfer coefficient for negative plate, �c4

Concentration exponent for negative plate, 
4

Morphology parameter for negative plate, �4

Porosity at full charge, �4,max

Porosity at zero charge, �4,0

Exponent on porosity, ex4
Empirically determined constant for tortuosity of the
solid matrix, exm4
Limiting current density for negative plate, jlim
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the electrolyte at the positive electrode drops toward zero during
discharge and thus controls the end of the discharge process. A
similar observation can also be obtained from the plot of overpoten-
tial ��1 − �2� as a function of discharge time at various boundaries
and interfaces of the lead-acid cell, as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen
that the overpotential drop in the positive electrode is nearly 200–
250 mV, whereas in the negative electrode the drop is only between
50 and 100 mV. The porosity variations at the positive and negative
electrodes are shown in Fig. 4a and b. Though the initial porosity for
both the electrodes is 0.5, it drops by 40% for the positive electrode
due to the formation of lead sulfate and water molecules where it is
only a drop between 30 and 35% for the negative electrode due to
the lead sulfate formation.9 The lead sulfate formation decreases the
pore volume which in turn decreases the electrolyte transport into
the positive electrode and increases the resistances for mass trans-
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port and electrochemical kinetics. This phenomenon results in posi-
tive plate failure compared to the electrochemical performances of
the negative plate. The computation time taken for the simulation of
a single discharge curve of the lead-acid battery model is 1–2 min.
Similarly, for the rest period and the charge curve simulations, they
are 1.5 and 1 min, respectively, in Maple environment.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the charge and discharge
profiles from the model shown in Table I and the model that ac-
counts for corrosion, as discussed in the Modeling Corrosion Pro-
cess section. A considerable loss in charge or discharge potential can
be noticed in Fig. 5. This is due to the effect of the initial corrosion
layer that is formed between the active material and the grid mate-
rial of the positive plate. Among the three approaches the approach
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Figure 2. �Color online� Profiles of electrolyte concentration distribution
across the lead-acid cell as a function of discharge time.
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Figure 3. �Color online� Profiles of overpotential distribution as a function
of discharge time at various boundaries and interfaces of the lead-acid cell.
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that takes account of corrosion phenomena as a side reaction pre-
dicts more losses in both charge and discharge curves. The I-R loss
approach predicts a uniform loss in charge and discharge perfor-
mances as a function of time. Because the plot made is for the initial
cycle, the other approach which uses an empirical equation as a
function of electronic conductivity at the positive plate did not pre-
dict considerable losses. It can be concluded that expressing corro-
sion as a side reaction seems to be more realistic than the other two
approaches.

The computation time taken for the simulation of single cycle
performance of the lead-acid battery model using the first approach,
where a modified Butler–Volmer equation has been accounted for
the side reaction, is 1–2 min. Similarly for the other approaches with
PbO2 conductivity variation as a function of N and I-R loss term, it
is 2 and 3 min, respectively. Because the approach with I-R loss
term needs an additional equation to be solved in each porous elec-
trode, it requires more computational time compared to the other
two approaches.
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Figure 4. �Color online� Profiles of electrode porosity distribution across the
porous electrodes of the lead-acid cell as a function of discharge time: �a�
Positive plate and �b� negative plate.
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The model prediction for corrosion agrees qualitatively with the
experimental data.2-4,31 The latest experimental effort31 does not re-
port charge–discharge curves to directly compare with the results
obtained from this investigation. However, the researchers have re-
ported a decrease in electronic conductivity and less efficient con-
duction. This is consistent with the results reported in this investi-
gation �as shown in Fig. 5�. Also, the corrosion layer thickness is
related to the number of cycles. Currently, work is in progress to run
these models for number of cycles N, and future publications report
comparisons with experimental data.

Conclusion

A mathematical model for the lead-acid battery with due consid-
eration for the effect of corrosion that occurs at the interface be-
tween active mass and grid material of the positive plate is devel-
oped. This corrosion process has been modeled using three different
approaches, namely, �i� electronic conductivity of the positive plate
expressed as an empirical function in N, �ii� I-R loss term to account
for the increase in electronic resistance due to the formation and
growth of the passive corrosion layer, and �iii� corrosion as a side
reaction at the positive plate. The third approach that accounts for
corrosion as a side reaction in the positive plate is intuitively con-
sidered as a better model over the other approaches. With this mod-
eling capability, it is also identified that the model with corrosion as
a side reaction might be used to study the effect of corrosion on
battery cycle performance.
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List of Symbols

�a1 anodic transfer coefficient for the positive plate
�a4 anodic transfer coefficient for the negative plate
�c1 cathodic transfer coefficient for the positive plate
�c4 cathodic transfer coefficient for the negative plate

a maximum specific active surface area of the electrode, cm2 cm−3

max
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cref concentration of the electrolyte, mol cm−3

exm1 empirically determined constant for tortuosity of the solid matrix
for the positive plate

exm4 empirically determined constant for tortuosity of the solid matrix
for the negative plate

ex1 exponent on porosity for the positive plate
ex3 exponent on porosity for the separator
ex4 exponent on porosity for the negative plate

f mean molar activity coefficient

1 concentration exponent for the positive plate

4 concentration exponent for the negative plate

�sep porosity of the separator
�1,max porosity for the positive plate at full charge

�1,0 porosity for the positive plate at zero charge
�4,max porosity for the negative plate at full charge

�4,0 porosity for the negative plate at zero charge
i01,ref exchange current density of the positive plate at cref, A cm−2

i04,ref exchange current density of the negative plate at cref, A cm−2

jlim limiting current density for the negative plate, A cm−3

lneg half-thickness of the negative plate, cm
lp half-thickness of the positive plate, cm
lr thickness of the reservoir, cm
ls thickness of the separator, cm

MWPbSO4
molecular weight of PbSO4, g mol−1

�1 morphology parameter for the positive plate
�4 morphology parameter for the negative plate

�PbSO4
density of PbSO4, g cm−3

�Pb lead dioxide conductivity, S cm−1

�PbO2
lead dioxide conductivity, S cm−1

�2,ref potential of the reference electrode, V
Qmax maximum charge state of the porous electrode, C cm−3

t+ transference number of the electrolyte
T temperature of the electrolyte, K

Ve partial molar volume of the electrolyte, cm3 mol−1

Vo partial molar volume of the solvent, cm3 mol−1
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